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1. Introduction. Your article needs to have the formatting, layout, and style features displayed
in this document. This is a LATEXtemplate based on the LSA Proceedings style sheet. Please see
the style sheet itself for full details.

Section title formatting is bold, numbered, followed by a period, and wholly contained within
the first paragraph of the section that it names. These and all titles use sentence case, which is to
say that only the initial ordinary word or any ordinary word after a colon has the first letter in up-
percase. Naturally, words that ordinarily have the first letter in uppercase, such as proper names,
should have them that way in sentence case as well.

The non-initial paragraphs of body text within each section should be indented by 0.3 inches,
like this one.

1.1. LSA & LATEX. Please consult the LSA & LATEX website for additional supportive infor-
mation on using LATEX in this template. You can also download the template there if you are not
using the Overleaf version.

The website also contains some of the reasoning behind the structure and formatting of the
LATEX version of the template. With questions about the website and the LATEX templates you
can reach out to the Daniil M. Ozernyi (Northwestern University, Department of Linguistics) at
doz@u.northwestern.edu.

1.2. SUBSECTION. All subsection formatting is the same as section except “it has the number in
regular font and the section title in small caps” (LSA Proceedings style sheet). Note that there is
a period after each number.

1.2.1. SUBSUBSECTION. If you choose to use sub-subsections, they are to be formatted and
labeled just like subsections, as in the case of this paragraph. Do not use further depths of subsec-
tions.
* Both acknowledgments and author affiliation information go in an initial footnote like this, referenced by an aster-
isk on the end of the last author’s name on the author-name line at the top. You can say who you would like to thank
here and then end the footnote as follows. Authors: Author One, University of the Atlantic (author1@atlantic.edu) &
Other Author, Pacific University (author2@gmail.com).
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2. How to include language examples. The examples in this document use the expex pack-
age and have been adjusted to the LSA format requirements.1 Details on glosses and IPA can be
found in the template for Phonological Data and Analysis journal.

Example (1) shows how to include a single numbered language example with interlinear
glossing together with a line identifying the language and its source. Use the Leipzig glossing
rules.

(1) Lezgian (from Haspelmath 1993:207)
Gila
Gila

abur-u-n
they-OBL-GEN

ferma
farm

hamišaluğ
forever

güğüna
behind

amuq-da-č.
stay-FUT-NEG

Now their farm will not stay behind forever.

Example (2) shows how to include multiple letter-labeled examples under a single number
label.

(2) a. ñuka-ka
1SG-TOP

Maria
Maria

papa-ta
potato-ACC

yanu-chi-shka
cook-CAUS-PASS

ka-rka-ni.
be-PST-1SG.SBJ

I was made to cook potatoes by Maria.

b. *ñuka-ka
1SG-TOP

mishqui-ka
candy-TOP

miku-naya-shka
eat-DESID-PASS

ka-rka-nil.
be-PST-1SG.SBJ

I wanted to eat candy.

There should be no extra space between any contiguous examples. But each whole set of
such should have a 6-point space above and below. The first line may be set in italics, if you pre-
fer.

3. Figures, drawings, and tables. Center tables, figures, and other illustrative items and include
a centered caption line beneath them. Provide 6 points of vertical space above and below the en-
tire array and between the caption and the item. Figures and tables must be referenced initially in
the body text at some point before they appear. And, they should appear as close to their initial
reference as is feasible.

Drawings of sentence structures and the like can either be placed next to a number or in-
cluded as a figure, if preferred. Table formatting should be as in Table 1:

Heading 1 Heading 2
X Some data Some data
Y Some data Some data

Table 1. Table showing some data about something

The spacing before and after this table is controlled by the \setlength\intextsep{6pt}
command in the preamble. The space between the table and the caption is also set in the pream-
ble, by \setlength\abovecaptionskip{6pt}.
1 This is a numbered footnote that is meant to show how it differs from the thanks footnote and to be just long
enough to show that it is ragged right and not indented.
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3.1. TABLEAUX. An example of a tableau – with use of tipa, incorporation of other symbols
(namely, Z – \PointingHand), varying alignment (left in the first column, right in the last),
dashed lines, and coloring – is below.

(3) /mú-betÈ/ → [mı́betÈ] ‘mouth’

mú-betÈ FAITH(αbk) (*A-SPAN)(αbk) FGDSP(αbk)

a. (mú)(betÈ) *! *

b. (mú)(batà) !* * **

c. (mú)(batà) *!* **

d. Z (mı́)(betÈ) *

4. Supplementary materials. If you have supplementary materials that you want to make avail-
able to readers, such as video clips, data files, or large images, and they cannot be accommodated
in a PDF article of this kind, you may host them on a personal or institutional external website or
on such media-sharing sites as YouTube, Dropbox, or Google Drive, and provide active hyper-
links to them in the body of your article, as illustrated in this document for the LSA Proceedings
stylesheet and others.

5. Citations and references. Use author-date notation for in-text citations, as provided by \natbib.
Examples are (please consult the references section to make sure that references are formatted
properly):

• \cite{anderbois_semantics_2014} which yields AnderBois (2014)

• \cite{Goldsmith+2010+19+52} which yields Goldsmith (2010)

• \citep{claus_puzzling_2017} which yields (Claus et al. 2017)

• \citep{chomsky_knowledge_1986, claus_puzzling_2017} which yields
(Chomsky 1986; Claus et al. 2017)

• \citep{chomsky_knowledge_1986, chomsky_language_1987} which
yields (Chomsky 1986, 1987)

• \citep[cf.][]{nee_engaging_2021} which yields (cf. Nee & Remirez 2021)

• \citep[e.g.,][50-95]{fodor_reanalysis_1998} which yields (e.g., Fodor
& Ferreira 1998:50-95)

• \citealt{silk_modality_2012} which yields Silk 2012

• see full documentation for \natbib at
https://mirrors.rit.edu/CTAN/macros/latex/contrib/natbib/natbib.pdf

Also, please note the following:
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• Depending on the citation manager you use, extra care needs to be exercised with respect
to “extra” (for Zotero) or “note” (for BibTeX .bib) field. For example of an incorrectly for-
matted citation, see the entry for Sankoff & Poplack (1981) in references section below. Be
sure to clear the “note” of your .bib from such entries.

• There are very few cases where the “note” field is used, two examples are Ozernyi (2022a)
and Ozernyi (2022b).

• If exporting the .bib file from an app like Zotero, it is desirable to export it as UTF-8-encoded
BibTeX (not BibLaTeX).

• Apps like Zotero do not tend to import citations correctly from websites. For example, if
importing directly from PLSA website, Zotero/Mendeley will list the journal (incorrectly)
as Proceedings of the Linguistic Society of America as opposed to (the correct) Proceedings
of the Linguistic Society of America (PLSA). Same applies for SALT, &c. Please make
sure to check your .bib or wherever you’re exporting you .bib from so that there is
no redundant, extraneous, or incorrect information.

The Semantics and Pragmatics stylesheet sp.bst meets the LSA formatting requirements for
the list of references, and so may be used. See info.semprag.org. This .bst file is used in conjunc-
tion with this .tex file to compile bibliography.
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